A new project for promoting the work of the University will be announced on Thursday, April 18, at the Meeting of the Academic Senate in Moore Hall. The project is the establishment of a University Press, which will be responsible for publishing books, pamphlets, and other materials on the University's campus. The press will be managed by a board of trustees, which will be composed of faculty members and representatives from other institutions of higher education.

The press will publish books on a variety of topics, including science, literature, history, and the arts. It will also publish technical reports, conference proceedings, and other documents that are of interest to the University community. The press will be located in Moore Hall, and it will be open to the public.

The establishment of the University Press is an important step in the continuing effort to improve the University's capacity to engage in scholarly and creative activity. The press will provide a valuable resource for researchers and students, and it will help to promote the University's reputation as a leading institution of higher education.

The establishment of the University Press is expected to have a significant impact on the University community. It will provide a new venue for publishing research and creative work, and it will help to support the University's commitment to excellence in education and research.

The University Press will be managed by a board of trustees, which will be appointed by the President of the University. The board will be responsible for making decisions about the publication of books and other materials, and it will also be responsible for overseeing the operations of the press.

The establishment of the University Press is an important milestone in the University's history. It will provide a valuable resource for researchers and students, and it will help to promote the University's reputation as a leading institution of higher education.
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Suit or Overcoat $28.75
Geo. H. Grim, Representative

A CONKLIN PEN OR PENCIL
represents a bigger measure of sentiment
and value to the school or college stu-
dent than any other item of class room
equipment. Any Conklin pen measures
fully up to this requirement.

Ask your dealer to show you the Conklin line.

Cowboys are the Grindstone Special at
Black Penal with gold cap and tip as in C-19.
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for anything a student needs.
Known for quality and service.
Try our famous coffee.

Warrington Tailor
Best Workmanship
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NEARLY FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE.
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UNIVERSITY DRAMATIC CLUB STAGES OPENER

Play Called "The Pea Bribery" Presented By Members Of Last Year's Cast

At the first meeting of the University Dramatic Club, held Wednesday evening in room 305 College Hall, a one act play entitled, "The Pea Bribery," was presented in real professional style by the following cast: Miss Irene, Miss Eleanor (Holt), Mrs. Powell, Miss Peg McIlvaine, Mr. Ed. Walker (Henderson), Mr. Frederick Motion Deard; Mr. Woulfords, Mr. Victor Heuney, Mr. Haddock, Mr. A. Fisher. Mr. Hubert Addelman, Miss Betty Cook, president of the club, attended the meeting with a brief welcome to all of the new people who were present and invited them to become mem-
bers of the club. She also gave a short outline of the club's history and told of the great success attained by the organiza-
tion in the four years in which it has been in operation. Edward Bitter, a member of the club last year and one of its greatest supporters, spoke of the valuable record gained by the club and predicted a successful future, he stated that everyone, who possibly can, go to the dramas, for there is a world of fun and entertainment to be derived from the work.

Motherhood in the Dramatic Club

In order to get a "back Graduate and an undergraduate and it is the only society on the campus which includes women students in its ranks. Last year there were eighteen members and it is hoped to raise this number to over one hundred for the year 1924-15.

It was decided to hold another meeting of the club next Wednesday evening which to be purely a social gathering.

Continue on Page Six
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19 ounce Raincoat FOR MEN AND WOMEN A BIG VALUE FOR $1.00

Pin in Your Pocket

422 CITY CENTRE BUILDING 121 N. BROAD STREET
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Cortissoz

School of Dancing

We Teach Ball Room Dancing, including Waltz and Foxtrot. All Latest Steps "A Teacher for Each Pool" 1520 Chestnut Street

FRESHERM REGULATIONS

The Freshman regulations are printed below in order to acquaint the first year man who are new automaton with the rules which are being enforced by the Sophomore Vigilance Committee. Fills in the wrong hat and get in two weeks, pay-$20 more for privilege. Which?

See our showing of suits, overcoats, hats, shoes, fittings at Penn Drug all day today next Monday 110th.

Pennsylvania can get one hun-

September that it will receive your favorable commen-

success in life.

that we have helped them, in a very definite way to achieve success in life.

Those men say that first impressions count for much in business and that per-

Is that is why we have been able to get our men married readily, good looking and well fitting clothes which make their housing appear at its best, put him at ease and give him confidence.

Prices are moderate. We may be of service to you.

PYLE & INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115 Walnut Street
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JUSTICE IN THE BALANCE

Last season was a brilliant one for Pennsylvania crews. After years of mediocrity, the University emerged as a strong competitor to the best Eastern teams.

In the early season three crews shone out as the best of the Red and Blue eight. The competition between these three was so keen that the crews were long undecided which boat was to race as the Varsity. Matters were complicated further by the fact that the crews accepted an invitation to enter a Pennsylvania crew in the Olympic trials which were to be held on the Schuylkill.

The three crews stroked by Franklin, the row in the Olympic trials, and the second and third races as the Varsity. Matters were complicated further by the substitution of the Junior eight stroked by the withdrawing of the Varsity boat from the tryouts on the campus and in the Do Ir 

The results of the various races are doubtless familiar to all interested parties. The University boat in the Olympic trials finished fourth; the Franklin stroked come came in third in the Varsity event at Princeton, while the Junior crew with Boys at No. 8, easily defeated the rival on the Hudson.

The news of the question of starting letters before coming to the Crew in the coming event at Princeton. For a peculiar situation confronts the Crew. Should not the boat which represented Pennsylvania in the Olympic trials be as recognized? How much of a margin does the Varsity boat from the Franklin come in third in the Varsity event at Princeton, while the Junior crew with Boys at No. 8, easily defeated the rival on the Hudson.
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of more than a thousand Incidental In comparison to the
Krank Lloyd is now shown at the Aldine.

Hawk is charming heroine. Lionel Is portrayed by Lloyd Hughes,
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out every day.

YELLOW CABS

The STANLEY

19th and Market Streets

NEXT WEEK

Prince of Fun Makers

BUSTER KEATON

In a Ship Load of Laughs

"The Navigator"

Keaton sails solemnly on crest of comedy
wave in marine mirth-maker

No Charge for Extra Passengers and
The Lowest Rate in Philadelphia.

Yellow Cab Locust 3200

Service

No matter where you may be - a clean
taxi yellow cab is always nearby.

WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA

THE BEST THEATERS, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE
have an opportunity for the series of games between Harvard and Yale under the rules which all American colleges were destined to adopt.

The match at Montreal was witnessed by about 1,500 people as compared to 25 who saw the same game at Cambridge. The play consisted of three games of one half hour each and Harvard scored three touchdowns to none for McGill, although coaches rules w no need of the pair contemporary accounts said.

"During the first half-hour there were many good struggles and one touchdown was scored by McGill, who was especially for it and who also scored another in the next half-hour. Florida not the touchdowns in the third half-hour, he quickly forcing his partners and kicks came within two feet of getting the ball."

"It was not until the middle of the game that the Mults got well down to work and were then kept down to their own goal by the steady work and sharp play of the Harvards. During all this time the Mults had only two tries and all their attempts they were met by the line and wreck of the other side."
Dr. Penniman First In Provost's House

Will Move Soon To House On Pine Street.
Gift of Pennsylvania Alumni

I was announced today by Mr. Dollar,
assistant to the Provost, that Provost
J. Penniman would, in the near future, oc-
cupy the Provost's Home at 3901 Pine St.,
for permanent residence.

The alterations being made are now
practically completed and it is expected
that the home will be ready for occu-
pancy about October 20th.

The Provost's Home was bought by a
subscription taken among the Alumni
and presented in the University to Dr.
J. Penniman Smith was then Provost
but he never availed himself of the op-
portunity to live there. During the year
1917-18 it was used to house the of-
cers of the Board of Visitors, Treasur-
er and Purchasing Agent. Then, when it
was thought that General Lowell Wood
was coming here as Provost, these
offers were renewed to the Provost for
occupation in the Blanchard Building.

In this event General Wood did not come to
the University and it is rumored for Dr. Penni-
man to be the first Provost to move to
the House on his home.

HAIL PENNSYLVANIA

— and a cup of coffee

Once upon a time when Hail Pennsyl-
avania' was the boast over — well, you
know.

But now it's over a cup of coffee.

And, as the departed Bert Williams
said, "It's hard to make your appetite on
the coffee."

But, we're told that good stuff can be
had for 87.

And that is the least you can save here
on a Style Park Suit — why —

But, as we were saying——

You fellows should really see what
beautiful clothing values Style Park
puts out. Sold to you direct from our
factory, where they are made. We can
show you any house in town, value for
value.

Give yourself a chance to be convinced.
Come down after class. See for yourself.
what each one is worth for
$25 to $30

"Les" & "Pete"

STYLE PARK

CLOTHES

MAKER TO WEARER

307 Market St.
2nd Floor

Forty Dollars — and its new value

In seasons past it meant a suit of
Clothes. This Fall it means Society
Brand. That, as you know, means
correct cut, fine fabrics—in a word,
quality. The new Fall styles—Suits
and Overcoats—for as low as forty
dollars; there never was such value.

Others up to $75

GIMBEL BROTHERS

MARKET AND NINTH STS.